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1. INTRODUCTION 

Ramanujan graphs were defined in [lo] as graphs whose adjacency matrices have eigen- 
values satisfying some “best possible” bounds. Such graphs possess many interesting 

properties. Lubotzky et al. [lo] gave examples coming from integral quaternions. The 
inequalities there follow from deep results in algebraic geometry. It is well known that the 
adjacency matrix of a graph is an analogue of the laplacian on a riemannian manifold, and 
the Ramanujan graphs of [lo] are analogues of locally symmetric spaces. Our starting point 
is the observation that in the geometric context one is frequently led to study the extra 
structure of a local system on a manifold, and certain local systems present themselves 
naturally in the locally symmetric case. 

In this paper we will define and construct examples of Ramanujan local systems. Section 
2 begins with generalities on local systems. We then define the laplacian on a local system 
and study its basic properties. Related notions have been studied by Chung and Sternberg 
[2, Section 31 and by Forman [6]. We then introduce the concept of a Ramanujan local 
system. 

Section 3 begins with the results we need about definite quaternion algebras over Q and 
the action of GL2 (Q,) on the p + 1 regular tree for a prime p. Using these we construct 
graphs with Ramanujan local systems on them. The examples of Lubotzky et al. are 
a special case. In fact, the examples in [lo] are given as Cayley graphs of PSLZ of a finite 
field. Our graphs and local systems are initially constructed as quotients of an infinite tree, 
but we also give a finite description of them through a generalization of Cayley graphs. 

2. LOCAL SYSTEMS 

In this section we define and study local systems on graphs. Our definition is a slight 
variation on the usual one in algebraic topology (see, e.g. [12]), but the references we know 
do not quite have what we need. We have therefore opted for a brief exposition of the 
general theory, in which proofs are usually not given or are merely sketched. 

2.1. Graphs 

For a graph Gr we let Ver(Gr) denote the vertices and Ed’(Gr) the oriented edges of Gr. 
An oriented edge e E EdO(Gr) has initial vertex o (e), terminal vertex r(e), and opposite edge e, 
satisfying e’= e and o(e) = f(e). We allow o(e) = t(e) but forbid 2 = e. The edges of Gr are 
Ed(Gr) = {{e,.?} leEEd’(G Th e oriented star St’(v) of a vertex u is the set of oriented 
edges terminating in u. The valency rc, of a vertex u of Gr is ) St0 (v) I. A graph is locally finite if 
the valencies of its vertices are finite. 
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2.2. Local systems 

A local system 9 of rank r on a graph Gr consists of 

1. An r-dimensional C-vector space Y(v) for each u E Ver(Gr). We call dip(u) the fiber of 
5? at u. 

2. An invertible linear transformation Ye: 9(0(e)) -+ Y(t(ef) for each ef Ed’fGr). 
The Ses are called tra~s~t~o~ maps and we impose the condition YS = 9,’ 
for all e. 

A metric on Y is a collection of definite hermitian inner products ( , ), on each Z(U), such 
that each .Ze is an isometry: (Tea, 9’Su’)l(el = (u, u’)@~~~ for any u, u’ E 9O(B). 

3. A metrized local system is a local system with a metric. 

One could also discuss real (metrized) local systems. For these the 9(u)s would be real 
vector spaces (equipped with positive-definite inner products). Given such, it is always 
possible to complexify the space (and extend the inner product to a hermitian one). This 
being said we shall stick to the more general notion of complex local systems. 

The (metrizedf local system Yv all of whose fibers are the same space (with definite 
product) V with all transition maps the identity is called the trivial local system with fiber V. 
When V = C (and the product is the usual one) we call 9’ = Yc the trivial (metrized) local 
system. The zero local system on Gr is the one with all fibers zero. 

A local system on a disconnected graph is the same thing as a local system on each 
connected component. There are the obvious notions of direct sums of (metrized) local 
systems and sub- (metrized) local systems. In the metrized case any sublocal system & c 9 

has a direct, orthogonal complement 4?‘: set A’(u) = d(u)’ for all v E Ver(Gr). It is clear 
that each _Ye maps &Zl(o(e)) to &!“(t(e)). 

If 9 is not metrized a sublocal system may fail to have a direct complement. 

DejniCion 2.1. A local system is irreducible if it has no sublocal systems except the zero 

local system and itself. 

The following is clear: 

PROPOSITION 2.2. A metrized local system is a sum of irreducible local systems. 

Next, we have the notion of a map: 

~e~n~tio~ 2.3. Let Z’, Y’ be local systems on a graph Gr. A map S# : Y --+ Y is 
a collection of maps cft@: 9’(v) + Z”(v) for all v~Ver(Gr) compatible with the transition 
maps, in the sense that I&~~Z” = 9k#o(et for all e E Ed’(Gr). 

We call # an isomorphism if all the 4:s are isomorphisms. If both 9 and .5? are 
metrized and all the &‘s are isometries we say that 4 is an isometry. We call a (metrized) 
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local system 9 trivial if it is isomorphic (isometric) to any F,. An isomorphism (isometry) 

of _Y with a trivial local system cp: TV + 9 is called a trivialization of $4’. 

The compatibility condition severely restricts the maps of local systems on a graph: 

PROPOSITION 2.4. Let Gr be a connected graph and let 3, _Y be local systems on Gr. if qa, 
$ : 2 -+ 9 are maps of focal systems and rp,, = $“, for some v. E VerfGr), then cp = $. 

Proof Let S c Ver(Gr) be the set of vertices on which cp and II/ agree. If o(e)E S for 
eE Ed’(Gr), then t(e)e S since 

As Gr is connected and v. ES, we get S = Ver(Gr). 
Now suppose f: Gr’ -+ Gr is a map of graphs (sending vertices to vertices and edges 

to edges). A local system 9 on Gr induces by pull back a local system 9 = f *$P 
on Gr’: 

1. Y(v’) = _Y(f (v’)) for any v’~Ver(Gr’), 

2. 9:. = 9J(e’) for any e’ E Ed’(Gr’). 

It is clear that this construction is functorial: a map v, of local systems on Gr induces a map 
between their pull backs on Gr’. cl 

2.3. boreal forms and spanning trees 

In this section Gr is a connected graph. Recall that a spanning tree for Gr is a tree 
T E Gr which contains all vertices of Gr. 

Dejinition 2.5. A (metrized) local system 9 on Gr is in normal form relative to 

a spanning tree T E Gr if 

1. All 9,s are the same vector space I’. 
2. For any oriented edge e of T, 5p, = Idy. 

We introduce the following notation. For v,, v2gVer(Gr) denote by PT(ol, u2) 

the (unique) shortest oriented path from vl to v2 in T. For a local system 9 on Gr 
and a path P = (ei}7=1 in Gr denote by Zp: U(o(e,)) + _Y(t(e,)) the composition 
dLp,” .‘. Ye,. 

THEOREM 2.6. Let Y be a (metrized) local system on Gr and let T c Gr be a spanning 
tree. Then Y has an isomorphic (isometric) normal form relative to T. 

Proof. Choose u. E Ver(Gr) and set I, = 9(vo). Define a local system 9’ on Gr by 

1. Y(v) = I/ (as inner product spaces for all v~Ver(Gr)). 

2. -Z = %Y~H,~~, %~MM~ if e E Ed’(Gr). 

The path PT(v, vo) is opposite to PT(vo, v), so that d%~~(v,v,j = &&,,). From this it follows 
that 58: = Idy for e E Ed’(T). If Y is metrized it is clear that each 9: is an isometry. This 
proves the proposition. c3 
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COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose that Gr is a tree. Then any local system _!Y on Gr is trivial. 

There is in fact a unique trivialization cp : ~~,c,~ + 2 inducing the identity on the fibers 

at vo. 
The proof of Theorem 2.6 gives a more precise result: For a spanning tree T E Gr, 

a vertex v. E Ver(Gr), and a local system Y on Gr, let NFr, &Z’) be the local system in 
normal form relative to T constructed in the theorem. In particular, all its fibers are 3(vo). 

It is clear that NFr,,, is functorial, in the sense that a map cp : 9 -+ A! induces a map 

NFT, ,,(cp): NFL .,W) + NFT. vo (A) by NFT, ,,(~p)~, = cpvO. For a local system 3 in normal 

form relative to T, NF,,,,(Z) = 9. 

2.4. Zero co&aim and sections 

Definition 2.8. (1) A zero cochain of a local system _5! on Gr is a collection {s(v)}~ E Ver(Grj 

of vectors s(v) E Y(v). The space n, E Ver,Grj U(v) of all zero cochains of _Y will be denoted 

CO(Gr, 2). 
(2) A section of Y is a zero cochain s satisfying the compatibility conditions 

_Yes(o(e)) = s(t(e)) for all e E Ed’(Gr). The set of sections is a subspace of C’(Gr, _Y) denoted 

by T(Gr, 9). 

A map of Gr-local systems cp : 2 + 9” induces a map on zero cochains and on sections 
by q(s)(v) = cp”(s(v)). If 3 has finite rank r and Ver(Gr) is finite, CO(Gr, 9) has dimension 
r) Ver(Gr)l. 

The sections of Y can be interpreted as maps of the trivial system 5 to 9: 

LEMMA 2.9. For a map of local systems a : J + _Y define a zero cochain s, E CO(Gr, 3) by 
s,(u) = a,(l). Then s, E T(Gr, 2) and tl H s, defines a bijection between the set of maps of 
local systems CI : F + Y and T(Gr, 2). 

Proof The inverse map sends a section s E T(Gr, 55’) to the map CI, : F + 2 given by 
(a,),(z) = zs(v) for all v~Ver(Gr) and ZE C. We leave the details to the reader. I7 

PROPOSITION 2.10. Suppose 9 is a local system on a connected graph Gr. If s, 
S’E T(Gr, 9) agree at some point v. E Ver(Gr) they are equal. 

A proof can be given following that of Proposition 2.4. Alternatively, the proposition 
actually follows from Proposition 2.4 using Lemma 2.9. 

Definition 2.11. When Gr is finite and _Y is a metrized local system on Gr we define 
a definite hermitian inner product on C’(Gr, 3) by 

<r, s>0 = 1 <W, s(4),. 

DE Ver(Grl 

Definition 2.12. Let _Y be a local system on Gr. The star operator 

S = Sp: CO(Gr, 9) + C’(Gr, _Y) 

is the linear map associating to a zero cochain rE CO(Gr, _Y) the zero cochain 
s = SY(r) E C’(Gr, 3’) given by 

s(v) = 1 ~&Me))). 
e6St0(U) 
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Example 2.13. The star operator ST for the trivial local system Y is essentially the star 

operator on the graph [ll]. Let {s,}, E Ver(orj be the natural basis for CO(Gr, Y), with s, the 

zero cochain s,(w) = 6,, (Kronecker 6) for any u, w E Ver(Gr). In terms of this basis SY is 

simply the adjacency matrix of Gr. 

This example suggests that the eigenvalues of star operators on local systems might be 
interesting. 

2.5. One cochainq d, and 6 

We shall now define the group of one cochains C’(Gr, 9) of a (metrized) local system 
Y on a graph Gr. This will require additional notation. For each eEEd’(Gr) set 
U(e) = 9(0(e)) (with inner product ( , )e = ( , )&. Now define linear isomorphisms 

(isometries) _YO.e: Y(e) -+ 9(0(e)), diPt,=: 9(e) --+ U(t(e)), and JZ’~,~: Y(e) --f Z(c) by 
YO,, = Id, _Y*,, = 6p, and Yc,e = Ze for all eE Ed’(Gr). Also set Ye,, = PO:: and 
Y,,, = _Yt;i. These maps satisfy obvious compatibilities, for example, _Ye., = ._Y<;:, 

u)o,eo _Yc,e = _!ZZ?~,,, and .Y&ZO,, = Yt,, for all eE Ed’(Gr). Such data are natural for maps of 
local systems on Gr. 

Dejinition 2.14. Let 9 be a local system on Gr. With notation as above, a one cochain 
s of 9 is a collection of {s(e)},.EdO(Grj with s(e) E Y(e) satisfying s(Z) = - Z,,(s(e)). 

The set C’(Gr, 9) of one cochains is a subspace of II,, ndocGrj P’(e). If Gr is finite and 
_Y has rank n, then dim C’(Gr, 9’) = nl Ed(Gr)l. In this case and assuming 9 is metrized, 
there is a definite hermitian inner product ( , )1 on C’(Gr, Y) given by 

(r, s>l = i 1 <r(e), s(e)),. 
ecEd’(Gr) 

(1) 

In fact, if we choose an orientation on the edges-for each eE Ed(Gr) we choose an 
e”~ Ed’(Gr) so that (2, gl = e-we have also (r, s)r = &.p.Ed(&) (r(Z), s(q),-, because 

(r(Z), s(Z),>; = (-Y&(4), -~&(4)>; = <r(c), s(4); 

since _Y;,, is unitary. 

Dejinition 2.15. (1) Let 9 be a local system on a graph Gr. Define the coboundary 

operator d: CO(Gr, 9’) + C’(Gr, 9) by 

(that ds belongs to C’(Gr, 9) is a straightforward check). 
(2) Suppose Gr is locally finite. Define 6: C’(Gr, 2) -+ CO(Gr, 9) by 

Maps on Gr-local systems cp : 9 --f 2” induce natural maps cpi : C’(Gr, 9) + C’(Gr, 9”) 
commuting with d and 6 (i.e. d,,cpO, = (pkdy and d,.q: = (pO,6,). Likewise, iff: Gr’ + Gr is 
a map of graphs and Y is a local system on Gr we get natural maps 
f* : C’(Gr, 9’) + C’(Gr’,f*Y) commuting with d. We leave the details to the reader. 
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Remark 2.16. The “additional notation” Y(e), 3’e,p, ZO,,, and Zc,, introduced amounts 
to one natural choice (out of several) of an “enhancement” of 3 to a local system on the 
barycentric subdivision of Gr. An alternative approach would be to include this extra data 
in the definition of a local system. 

The first proposition following is clear, and the second follows from a straightforward 

computation. 

PROPOSITION 2.17. The kernel of d on C’(Gr, _Y) is T(Gr, 9). 

PROPOSITION 2.18. Let 3’ be a metrized local system over a finite graph Gr. Then d and 
6 are adjoint operators. In other words, for r E C’(Gr, 9) and SE C’(Gr, 9) we have 

Cdr, s>~ = (r, ~s)o. 

Definition 2.19. Let _Y be a local system on a locally finite graph Gr. The laplacian q on 

zero cochains is the map q = 6d: CO(Gr, 3’) + CO(Gr, 2). 

Recall that S = Sy denotes the star operator on CO(Gr, .Y) and K, is the valence of 

a vertex v E Ver(Gr). 

PROPOSITION 2.20. With Gr locally finite and _Y as above we have 

OS(V) = K”S(V) - Ss(v) 

for any s E CO(Gr, 9) and v E Ver(Gr). 

Proof: We have 

OS(V) = Gds(v) = 1 ~&s(e)) 
esSP(v) 

as claimed. 

= )& [s(v) - ~&W)))l = ~(4 - SW 

0 

2.6. The spectrum of the laplacian on a metrized local system and the Ramanujan property 

Throughout this section we will assume that Gr is a finite graph and that 5? is a metrized 
local system on Gr. 

Definition 2.21. The spectrum of _Y is the set of eigenvalues of q = q Y. 

It is clear that the spectrum of a direct sum of local systems is the union of their spectra. 
Also the spectrum of a local system on a disconnected graph is the union of the spectra of 
the restrictions to the connected components. Therefore, in studying the spectra of local 
systems we may assume that the graph is connected and that the system is irreducible. 

Set K = Ic(Gr) = max,,v_(or) K,. 

LEMMA 2.22. (1) The operator norm of S = ST is bounded by K. 
(2) The operator norm of q = q Y is bounded by 21~. 
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Proof For s E C*(Gr, 9) we have 

proving (1). 

For (2) we use 

Ibllo2 = c b”W - w411: 
1’ E Ver(Gr) 

d 2 1 ~,2IIWll,f + IIw)ll,2 
“E Ver(Gr) 

< 2(x2 + ((s112)11sll; < 4K21(sII; 

by part (l), showing (2). Ll 

PROPOSITION 2.23. (1) The laplacian q = q y is a nonnegative operator, hence diagonaliz- 
able. 

(2) The spectrum of9 is contained in [O, 2~1. 
(3) The kernel ofo is IJGr, 9). 

ProoJ: For s E C*(Gr, 9) we have 

(us, s),, = @ds, s>* = (ds, ds), z 0. 

Hence, q is a nonnegative operator, proving (1). Moreover, 0s = 0 if and only if ds = 0, 

establishing (3). By (1) the spectrum of dp is contained in [0, co) and the rest of part (2) 

follows from the previous lemma. El 

Proposition 2.23(3) explains the lowest eigenvalue of q . At the other extreme of the 
spectrum we have the following. 

THEOREM 2.24. (1) Assume that the graph Gr is connected, x-regular, and bipartite. Let 

Ver(Gr) = Ver*UVerl be a bipartition. For SE C*(Gr, 9)) dejne SE C*(Gr, 9’) by 
i(u) = (- l)‘s(u) ifv E Ver”. Then s w S gives a bijectionfrom the K - ;1 eigenspace ofo to the 

K + i eigenspace. In particular, the multiplicities of K - A and K + 3, in the spectrum of 9 are 

equal. 
(2) Assume that Gr is connected and that the 2K-eigenspace of q is nonzero. Then Gr is 

x-regular and bipartite, and T(Gr, 9) # 0. 

Proof (1) If 0s = (K - n)s, Ss = As. Hence, for o E Ver’ we have 

WC) = ..$,,,, ~&Y&9)) = (- l)i+ ’ C 9&(0(e))) 
aESP(u) 

= (-l,i+‘ss(u) = (-l)i+‘Ls(u) = - E(U) 

SO OS(?) = (K - S)(S) = (K + I)S, as required. 
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(2) Ifos = ~KS, we get 2~llsll$ = (os,s)~ = Ildsllf. Hence, 

6 rE~~~Grlll~~,r(S(t(e)))ll: + II~e&Me)))ll,2 

= 2 1 IlW4)ll&, = 2 1 (21 
eyed’ 

~,tYerlGr,K”llS(V)lIt G 24141:. 

Therefore, equality holds throughout. This implies that for all eEEd’(Gr) we have 

Yeqt(s(t(e))) = - 9e,0(s(o(e))) or equivalently, 9&(0(e))) = - s(t(e)). (3) 

Now suppose s(uo) # 0 for some u. E Ver(Gr). If Gr were not bipartite there would be a path 
of odd length m beginning and ending at uo. Applying (3) successively along this path we 
would get s(vo) = ( - l)“s(oo) = - s(uo), a contradiction. 

Hence Gr is bipartite. Choose a bipartition Ver(Gr) = Ver’UVer’ and set 
r(u) = (- l)‘s(o) if u~Ver’. From (3) we see that 0 # r~ I(Gr, 9’). Finally, since Gr is 
connected, r(u) # 0 for all u~Ver(Gr). The last inequality in (2) shows that K = K, for all 
u E Ver(Gr). This completes the proof. 0 

Dejnition 2.25. Let Gr be a finite, k--regular graph and let _%’ be a metrized local system 
on Gr. Set 

~(9) = p(Gr, 9) = max { I,?): /1 is an eigenvalue of the star operator ST, Ii1 # K}. 

We say that _Y is a Ramanujan local system if ~(9’) < 2JK-1. 

In case _Y is the trivial local system, Definition 2.25 coincides with the notion of 
a Ramanujan graph in [lo]. In the irreducible nontrivial case all eigenvalues must satisfy 

the bound 2Jlc-1. The general case can be reduced to these two by Proposition 2.2. In the 
next section we will give examples of irreducible nontrivial Ramanujan local systems. 

2.7. Local systems and equiuariant cochains 

Let I/ be a vector space over C. For simplicity, we assume that v is finite dimensional. 
A representation (p, V) of a group I on V is a homomorphism p : r + GL(I/). If I/ is 
equipped with a hermitian inner product ( , ), we say p is unitary if 

(p(g)ui, p(&) = (vi, u2) for any gE F and ul, u2 E V. 

The notions of direct sums, subrepresentations, irreducibility, orthogonal complements, 
morphisms, and isomorphisms of representations are routinely defined. For example, 
a morphism 4 : (p, V) + (p’, V’) of representations of F is a linear map 4 : I/ + I/’ which 
intertwines the action: 4p(g) = p’(g)4 for all gE I. 

Let (p, V) be a (unitary) representation of F and let X be a graph on which I acts freely, 
namely without fixed points and without reversing edges. The quotient Gr = I\X is then 
a graph, and we define a (metrized) local system 9 = I\(X x (p, I’)) on Gr as follows. 
Choose lifts OEX for each u~Ver(Gr). Let p: X + Gr denote the projection. 

1. For each u~Ver(Gr) set U(v) = I/. 
2. For e E EdO(Gr) there exists a unique ;E Ed’(X) satisfying o(Z) = z) and p(c) = e. 

There exists furthermore a unique y E I’ such that t(Z) = z). Set _Ye = p(y) : V’ + I/. 
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In some cases this construction can be reversed. For example, suppose 9 is a local 
system on a connected graph Gr and I = nl (Gr, u,,) is the fundamental group of Gr relative 

to some v. E Ver(Gr). We define a representation R(9) = (pY, I’,) of rrl (Gr, oo) as follows. 
Set V, = Y(Q). Let [P] be the class in n,(Gr, vO) of an oriented path P = {el, . . . , e,} in Gr 
starting and ending at uo. Then set p&P]) = YP( = Ye0 s.. _I.$,). 

The assignment R : 2 I-+ R(Y) = (pu, V,) is clearly functorial. In fact, it is an equiva- 
lence of categories, reversing the previous construction: 

PROPOSITION 2.26. Let X be the universal cover of Gr. Then 

1. RhGr, vo)\(X x (P, VI) = (P, J”)f or any representation (p, V) of rcl(Gr, vo). 
2. Fix the liftings fi~Ver(X) of the vertices of Ver(Gr). Then there is a natural isomor- 

phism 7c1 (Gr, vo)\(X x R(9)) N 9 for any local system 9 on Gr. 

We leave the routine verification to the reader. 
It follows tautologically from the proposition that the notions we have constructed for 

local systems can be associated to a representation of rci(Gr, vo) (when Gr is connected). 
Here is an example. 

PROPOSITION 2.27. Let (p, V) be a representation ofrrl(Gr, vo), and let X be a universal 

cover of Gr. Put 9 = nl(Gr, vo)\(X x (p, I’)). Then 

T(Gr,P’)= VP = {v~I’/~p(g)u = v for all gErcl(Gr,vo)}. 

For general X and I it is possible to define the C’s, i = 0, 1; d; 6; and q of a metrized 

local system 9 = I\(X x (p, V)) directly in terms of X, I, and (p, V). For this it is 
convenient to use the language of equivariant cochains (see Cl]). 

Dejnition 2.28. The spaces of equivariant i cochains (i = 0,l) for X, I, and (p, V) are the 
spaces 

@A, I’) = C;(X, (P, k’)) 

= {f: Ver(X) + I/ lf(yv) = p(y)f(v) for all v E Ver(X), y E r} 

C:(A, VI = C:W, (P, v)) 

= {f: Ed’(X) + T/ If(e) = -f(e) and f(ye) = p(y)f(e) for all eE Ed’(X), 
Yd-1. 

Define d’: #A, I’) + Ci(A, I’) by 

U(e) =f(r(e)) -./Me)) 

(one checks that 8’ is in C:(A) V)). Similarly, if X is locally finite, the star operator 
s’: CF(A, V) + CF(A, V) and 6’: Cr(A, V) + @AL\, V) are defined by 

KM4 = C fo(o(4) and 8% (0) = C fl(4. 
ecSP(a) t?ESP(U) 

Assume that the quotient Gr = I’\X is a finite graph and that (p, V) is unitary. Choose 
representatives e”~ Ed’(A) and v” for all e E Ed’(Gr) and v E Ver(Gr). Define an inner product 
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(s, s’>b = 1 <s($ s’(q). 
c E Vu(A) 

This is independent of choices. Likewise a well-defined inner 
obtained by 

(s, s’); = ; 1 (s(Z), s’(Z)). 
Ed Ed’(Gr) 

product on Ci(A, V) is 

We have the routine adjointness relationship (dr, s); = (r, 6s); for all YE @A, V) and 
s E Ck(A, V). Define q ’ = q b = 6’d’. 

Unsurprisingly, all these notions coincide with the corresponding ones from the 
previous sections. More precisely, for Gr = r\X and _Y = lY\(X x (p, V)) define 
CI’: CF(A, V) + C’(Gr, 9) by u’(s)(u) = s(5) f or SE @A, V) and v~Ver(Gr). Likewise 

define tx’ : Ci(A, V) + C’(Gr, 2) by a’(s)(e) = s(Z) for SE Ck(A, V) and eE Ed’(Gr). 

PROPOSITION 2.29. The maps c?, i = 0, 1, are natural isomorphisms. One has a’d’ = dcr’ 

and if Gr is locallyfinite also cr”6’ = act’. If 9 is metrized and Gr isfinite, the inner products 

( , ). and ( , )b correspond, as do the inner products ( , )1 and ( , );. 

The routine proof is left to the reader. 

COROLLARY 2.30. The two laplacians q and q I’ correspond. In particular, they have the 

same spectrum. The same holds for the corresponding star operators S and s’. 

3. THE EXAMPLES 

In this section we will construct examples of graphs Gr and for each integer r > 0 an 
irreducible Ramanujan local system Yr of rank r + 1 on Gr. If r = 0, 9,. is trivial, but not 
otherwise. Our graphs will include as special cases the graphs of [lo]. 

We shall now briefly recall the construction in [lo] and describe our _.S?,.‘s in this case. 
Let p # q be primes with p E q E 1 (mod4). Let H be the group PGL,(F,) if the Legendre 
symbol ($) is - 1, and PSL*(F,) if(g) = 1. The graph Gr will be the Cayley graph of H for 
a specific set of generators, to be described below. 

Consider representations of p as a sum of four squares of integers, 
p = a2 + b2 + c2 + d2, with a > 0 odd b, c, d even. To each such representation 5: associate 
the matrix 

q(5) = z - w 
[ 1 w z 

with z = a + flc, w = b + fld. 

Let E be the set of all such 5’s. Fix some fleF4, and let q(t) be the resulting image of 
q(5) in PGL2(F,). By our assumption ~(OE H. The graphs of [lo] are the Cayley graphs 
C(H, E) of H relative to the (symmetric) set of generators E. Thus, the vertices of C(H, 5) are 

(UkPS)L E H, and the oriented edges of C(H, E) are (ek,:‘> for l E= and h E H. One sets 
Lps - 
eh.{ = e$&, :, where l = (a, - b, - c, - d) is the conjugate representation of p if 
5 = (a, b, c, d). We have o(et.7) = ~j;” and t(e$) = t&$,. To define the systems 2, notice 
that q’(r) = p- “‘q(5) is a unitary matrix for each 5 E E. Consider C’+ ’ as the space of 
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homogeneous polynomials of degree I in two variables x, y. Then q’(t) acts on C2, hence on 

C ‘+ ‘. Up to a scalar there is unique definite hermitian inner product on cI+l such that all 

the resulting (Y + 1) x (r + 1) matrices Symm’q’({) are unitary. We set _Yr(u) = cI+i with 
this inner product for all u~Ver C(H, E:). For e = et;e,” set -I;p,,,, = Symm”q’(l). 

In the following we shall first describe a general construction of graphs with local 
systems coming from the (p + 1)-regular tree and a discrete subgroup of SL,(Q,). We shall 
construct examples of (a slight generalization of) such graphs using the arithmetic of 

quaternions algebras over Q. Then we shall show that the graphs of [lo] are special cases of 
ours and that our local systems have the Ramanujan property. 

3.1. Graphs on local systems attached to discrete subgroups of SL,(&,) 

We shall now describe certain K-regular graphs and local systems on them, where 
K = p + 1 with p a prime. There is a well-known description of the k--regular tree A = A, as 
a homogeneous space for G, = GL,(Q,) (see [ll] for details). Let K, = GL2(Z,), let Z, be 
the subgroup of scalar matrices in G,, and let 

I, = 
a b 

i[ 1 
c d EKlc -O(modp) 

be the standard Iwahori subgroup of K,. Then Ver(A) = G,/K,Z, and Ed’(A) = G,/I,Z,. 

The element 

normalizes I,, and for an oriented edge e = gl,Z,EEd’(A) one has e = g/?,,l,Z,, 
o(e) = gK,Z,, and t(e) = gPpK,Z,. 

Let I be a discrete subgroup of SL,(Q,). The graph A is bipartite with bipartition 
Ver(A) = Ver’(A) u Ver’(A) given by 

Ver’(A) = (gKZ E Ver(A) 1 val,(det g) = i (mod 2)}, 

where val, is the p-adic valuation and i = 0, 1. Since the SL,(Q,)-action preserves each 
Ver’(A), the quotient graph Gr = I\A is bipartite as well. 

Next choose an embedding Q,c* C. Then I acts on C2 via the representation 
p : I- c--+ SL,(C). Hence, I acts on cI+i N Symm’ C2 via its action on homogeneous degree 
Y polynomials on the dual C2. This gives representations pI : r --) SL,+ i(C). If I acts freely 
on A we get local systems _fYr = I\(A x cI+i) on Gr. Here _Yo is the trivial local system. 

When I is co-compact in SL,(Q,), two things happen. Firstly, Gr is a finite graph, 
because its set of vertices T\G,/K,Z, is compact and discrete and hence finite, and similarly 
its set of edges is finite. In addition, p(I) is Zariski dense in SL,(Q,), because otherwise its 
Zariski closure would be finite, or contained in a normalizer of a torus, or contained in 
a Bore1 subgroup. Co-compactness then gives that this Zariski closure must be a Bore1 
subgroup, but a Bore1 subgroup has no discrete co-compact subgroups because of its 
unipotent radical. Notice that when p(T) is Zariski dense in SL,(Q,), then each p,, and 
hence each TV, is irreducible. 

To construct such Is we now recall the notion of quaternion algebras. 

3.2. Quaternion algebras 

A quaternion algebra over a field F is a four-dimensional associative F-algebra with 
1 whose center is F (see [13]). The standard example is Mat, x ,(F). If B is quaternion 
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algebra over F, then Br, = B OFF’ is a quaternion algebra over F’ for any field exten- 
sion F’/F. If F is an algebraic closure of F, then B,- is isomorphic to Mat2 .,(F), so 
that B can be embedded into Mat2 X z(F). The reduced trace Tr b and reduced norm Nm b 
of an element bE B are the trace and determinant of the corresponding element in - 
Matz.,(F). They are well defined and F-valued, with Tr F-linear and Nm multiplicative. 
The conjugate of a quaternion q is q* = Tr(q) - q. It satisfies q*q = qq* = Nm(q) and 

(414X)* = &IT. 
From now on B is a quaternion algebra over Q. We say that B is definite if B 0 R is 

isomorphic to the Hamilton quaternions H. We say that B is ramified at a prime e if 
B @ Q( + Mat2 X2(Q0. The set of ramified primes is finite, and their product is the 
discriminant Disc B of B. Any square-free integer can be the discriminant of a quaternion 
algebra over Q, and the isomorphism type of B is uniquely determined by its discriminant. 

The number of ramified primes is odd if and only if B is definite. 
An order in B is a subring with 1 of B which is a free abelian group of rank 4. Each order 

is contained in a maximal order. 

Example 3.1. Let d be the product of m distinct primes pi, . . . ,pm, all congruent to 
3 module 4. Define an algebra B = B( - 1, -d) over Q with basis 1 = i, f j, /? satisfying 
j’ = - 1, i2 = f’ = - d, ij = -J’i* = &, and lx = xl = x for all x E B. The Hilbert symbol 
criterion says that B is ramified at e if and only if the Hilbert symbol ( - 1, - d)/ is - 1. 
Using it one checks that Disc B = d or 2d according to whether m is odd or even. The 
algebra B is definite for each d: 

B(-1, -d)@R=B(-1, -l)@R=H. 

Viewing Q(t) N Q(n) as a subfield of C, an embedding of B into Mat2 x 2(C) is 

given by 

q=al +a2i+a3j+a4iH ’ w 
[ 1 --w z 

with z = al + a2i and w = a3 + a$ 

We have Trq = 2a1 and Nmq = uf + ai + d(a: + a;). Set E = Q(f) N Q(n). The 

ring of integers OE is Z C-1 if m is even and Z [(1 + &&2] if m is odd. Then 
OE + jOE is an order, which is maximal if m is odd. If m is even a maximal order is obtained 
by adjoining to UE + jOE the element (1 + i + j + R)/2. 

3.3. Graphs and local systems attached to definite quaternion algebras 

Let B be a definite quaternion algebra over Q, let 4 c B be a maximal order, and let 
p$DiscB be a prime. Then .&[p-i] = {mp”l n E Z, m E A} is a maximal Z [p- ‘]-order of 
B. If N 2 1 is an integer prime to p, then the natural map 

d/N,fl + AC[p-‘]/N&p-‘] 

is an isomorphism. If (N, Disc B) = 1 then d/N& N Mat2 x 2(Z/NZ). 
Let K be the quotient of the group of units (&!/N&)” by the image of pz c A[p- ‘1, let 

y H 7 denote the reduction map I = .M[p- ‘1’ + f?, and let r[N] c JS%![~-‘]~ be the 
kernel of reduction. Embed B in B @ Q, N Mat, x 2(Qp) and in B @ R 1: H c Mat2 x 2(C). 
Then I can be viewed as a subgroup of GL,(Q,) x H”, and hence it acts on A (via the 
first factor), on E (via reduction modulo N), on C2 (via the second factor), and 
on Symm’C2 N cI+l. Set p,(y) = (Nmy)-“2Symm’y. Then (pl, C’+ I) is a unitary 
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representation for any r > 0. Viewing A x I? as a disconnected graph, we now define a graph 

Gr and metrized local systems _!Zr (r > 0) on it as explained in Section 2.7: 

1. Gr = Gr(B, N, p) = F\(A x Z?), 
2. .z5Z’,=I\(Ax~x(p,,c’+‘)). 

For the last formula to actually define a local system on Gr, the following condition is 
necessary and sufficient: 

(*) If an element y E F does not act freely on A x Z?, it acts as the identity on 
AxKxC’+‘. 

We therefore assume this condition is satisfied in what follows. Here is a way to insure 

this. Suppose that y E I fixes a point of A x If. Then some positive power of y lies in the 
center and y maps trivially to R, so that y is a power of p modulo NA[p- ‘1. Since p E r 

acts trivially on A x R x C*+ ‘, we may assume, after replacing y by its product with a power 
of p, that y = 1 modulo N. Now assume N > 3, and choose a prime q so that a power q’ > 3 
divides N. In the q-adic topology the exponential function converges on N,&’ 0 Z, and 
maps it bijectively onto 1 + NM 0 Z,. It follows that y is in the center, so y = + (a power 
of p). Only the case y = - 1 needs to be considered, and - 1 fails to satisfy condition (*) if 
and only if r is odd but - 1 is a power of p modulo N. In conclusion, we get a local system if 
N 3 3 and if r is even if - 1 is a power of p modulo N. 

3.4. First properties of the arithmetic graphs Gr(B, N, p) 

In this section we will relate more closely the graphs Gr = Gr(B, N, p) to the graphs 
of Section 2.1. We will identify their connected components and give a criterion for them to 
be bipartite. Set Ff = {yEFlNm?/ = l}. Put r+[N] = {YEF+ Iy = 1 (mod NA[p-‘I)}. 

LEMMA 3.2. (1) Ifp has euen order in (ZjNZ)’ then pZT+[N] = r[N]. 

(2) Zfp has odd order in (Z/NZ)” then pzT+ [N] is of index 2 in r[N]. 

Proof Clearly, pzT+ [N] is the subgroup of elements of F[N] whose norm has even 
p-adic valuation. Hence, its index in I[N] is at most 2, and is 2 if and only if there is an 
element 1’ in F[N] of odd p-adic valuation, say 2j - 1. Then y = p”(mod NA[p- ‘1) for 
some integer m since y reduces to 1 in I?. Taking norms gives p2j- ’ E p’“(mod N) so the 
order of p modulo N is odd. Conversely, suppose p ‘j- 1 E 1 (mod N) and let y E F have norm p. 

(It is known such an element exists: see, for example, [9, Ch. 3.11.) Then 
Nm(p-jy) = 1 (mod N). By the Eichler-Kneser strong approximation theorem there exists 
an element y1 ET+ satisfying y1 3 p-$(mod NA[p-‘I), so that y; ‘y~r[N]. Since 
Nm(y; ‘?;) = Nm(y) has odd p-adic valuation, we are done. 0 

The group K acts on Gr = I\(A x K) by right multiplication on the second factor. Since 
the norms of elements in I are powers of p, it follows that sending (x, k)E A x K to 
Nm(k) l (Z/NZ)“/(p) induces a well-defined map, still denoted Nm, from Gr to 

(ZINZ)“I(P). 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. (1) The connected components of Gr are precisely the jibres of Nm: 
Gr -+ (Z/NZ)“l(p), and l? permutes them via its natural action. In particular, they are all 
isomorphic. 

(2) Suppose p has even (respectively odd) order in (ZjNZ)' . Then each component of Gr is 
bipartite (respectively not bipartite) and isomorphic to I’[N]\A (respectively I[N]\A). 

Proof The connected components of Gr are the images modulo I of A x Tk, for any 
k0 Al?, and the reduction r of I consists of all elements of norm 1 in (Z/NZ)“/( p). This 
proves the first part of (1). The rest of part (1) is clear. For part (2) notice that the connected 
component of Gr which is covered by A x (1) c A x Z? is isomorphic to I[N]\A. If p has 

even order in (Z/NZ)“, then it is also isomorphic to I+[N]pZ\A or I’[N]\A since pz acts 
trivially on A. As was explained in Section 3.1 the graph I’+ [N]\A is bipartite. On the other 
hand, if p has odd order modulo N then I [N]\A cannot be bipartite: if it were we could lift 
the bipartition to a bipartition of A which is preserved by I[N]. The bipartition on 
a connected graph being unique (up to order), this lifted bipartition would be the same as 
the one in Section 3.1. But an element of GL,(Q,) w h ose determinant has odd p-adic 

valuation does not preserve this bipartition. Since such elements exist in I[N] we get 
a contradiction, completing the proof of part (2). 

3.5. The local system 9,. 
In this section we will prove the following: 

THEOREM 3.4. (1) Lifr is irreducible for each r > 0 and nontrivial for r > 1. 
(2) Yr satisfies the Ramanujan property for each r 2 0. 

Proof: (1) By the Eichler-Kneser strong approximation theorem I is Zariski dense in 
GLa(C). By the standard representation theory of GLa, each representation Symm’ of I is 
irreducible. Therefore the pI, and hence P’,., are irreducible. 

(2) Fix r > 0. We shall prove the Ramanujan property in a series of steps. Starting with 
the action of S = Sy, on C’(Gr, _Y,), we will describe in each step a certain space (or spaces) 
and an operator on it, and show that any eigenvalue of the previous operator is also an 
eigenvalue of the new one. Eventually, this will relate the eigenvalues of S on CO(Gr, _Yr) to 
the eigenvalues of the Hecke operator T, on cusp forms of weight r + 2 and level dividing 
N Disc B. The standard bounds for these eigenvalues (due to Eichler, Shimura, Weil, Igusa, 
and Deligne) will then imply the Ramanujan property. 

Step 1: The local Hecke operator. The local system 9,. on Gr = I\(A x K) corresponds 
to the representation p,. By Corollary 2.30 the eigenvalues of S on C’(GR, gr) are the same 
as those of S’ on CF(A x K, (p,, C+i)). Let us write the set of elements in .4* = .4? @ Z, 

whose norm has p-adic valuation 1 as a disjoint union of left classes upc+&YpX. It is well 
known that there are p + 1 such classes (see, e.g. [9, Ch. 1.21). Moreover, under the 
identification Ver(A) N B,“/Z,,&i , the vertices adjacent to v = g-X; Z, are precisely 
(gcr,~,“Z,},. It f o 11 ows that S’&gApXZP, k) = Ce+(gcled,“Z,, k) for any kEK, geB,“, 
and 4 E @(A x K, (p,, (?+I)). In general, let I/ be any space on which Bp” acts and let I/“; 
denote the space of&p” invariants. Define the Hecke operator TP = FP,” : I/-‘; + I/-//; by 
F,v = Ccaev for any VEV.&;. This is well defined, and we see that s’ = T.p,v for 
l’ = C;(A x K, (p,, ,‘+I)). 

Step 2: Adblization. Let 2 = nIqprime Z, be the profinite completion of Z and 

ZP = rI@P Z,. Set & = 4’ @ 2, Jp = ,K @ Zp. Let A denote the adbles of Q, Af the finite 
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addles, and Af*P the addles without the p component. Set Bi = (B @ A)“, B”*f = (B @ Af)“, 
B’ .f** = (B @ Af*P)X. For an element b E B” denote by bA, bf, bssp, b,, and b,, respectively, 

its images in S,X , B”*l, BXqfsP, B,, and Bz = (B @ R)“. Then b, = bfb, = bf*%,b,. Let 
gr(B”) denote the space of continuous maps 4:Bxqf + Cr+’ satisfying 4(bsx) = 
Pl(,b,)~(x)foranyb~B” andxEBXpf.ThegroupB”*f acts on &?,(B”) by right translation: 
x4(y) = d(yx) for x, yEB”,f and $E~~(B~), so that F&(x) = Cp$(xt-+) for ~E~,(B~Y~;, 
x~B”3~. Let U(N) c ,.Rx be the kernel of reduction to K, defined by 

Then Fp maps gr(B ) x “(N) to itself. By the Eichler-Kneser strong approximation theorem 
the inclusion Bp” x .@‘s ’ k BS induces bijections 

I\(Ver(A) x K) 2: I\((B,“/,&‘,“Z,) x K) N I\(B; x ,+#** “)/U(N) N B” \B”,f/U(N). 

In the middle equality we can indeed drop the p-part Z, of the center Zf, since pf = 
pppf,P is in I and p f*P is in u(N). It follows that the restriction map res: %r(B”)“N) -+ 

CF(Ax E, (pl, CrS1)) given by res4(g,&,“Z,, kU(N)) = +(g,k) for any DEBT’, 

,,.B,“- and k E ,kpq ’ is an isomorphism, and each eigenvalue of S is an eigenvalue of 
T, on Br(B”)“N’. 

Step 3: Decomposition under the center. Decomposing ~,.(B”)“‘N’ to character spaces 
under the action of the center Zf gives ar(B ‘)“(“‘) = @&?‘,(B ‘, a~)~(~). Here w ranges over 

the (complex-valued) characters o of Zs and a#?“, w) is the set of $J Ed, satisfying 
&x) = o(z)#(x) for any ZEA~-~ 21 Zs and XEB~~~. In fact the only characters o which 
can participate are those of conductor dividing N which are trivial on p’vp, because pf.” and 
the principal congruence subgroup of level N are in u(N). Extend each w to A” by setting 
o(Q ‘R”) = 1. Then o is a uniquely defined Hecke character. The corresponding Dirichlet 
character E = E, (see, e.g. [7, Ch. 3.A]) has conductor dividing N and is trivial on p. Denote 
the set of such Hecke characters o by n = fi(B’, N, p). Then it follows that each eigenvalue 
of S occurs as an eigenvalue of ?p on %JB”, CO)~(~) for some o EQ. 

Step 4: Automorphic forms on B x. Let &‘(B’, co) be the space of automorphic forms on 
B” with central character w defined by Jacquet-Langlands [S, Definition 10.2, p. 3303. 
Since B is definite, the quotient B x \Bf/ZA is compact. This implies that &(B’, o) is the 
space of continuous maps $:B,X + C which are left B”-invariant and right Bi-finite, 
satisfying $(x) = o(z)+(x) for any XE Bi and z in the center of B:. In [9, Ch. 1.11 we 
showed how to realize explicitly gB,(B x, w) as a specific subspace of &‘(B ‘, o) characterized 
by conditions at cc (e.g. the cc-type must be p,). This realization is B”* ’ equivariant, and it 
follows that eigenvalues of S appear as eigenvalues of ?p on &‘?(B ‘, o)“(~‘, where 
I-Qilr(B X, w) denotes the subspace of &‘(B”, w) characterized by cc: -type pr. 

Step 5: Automorphic forms on GL2. The Eichler/Shimizu/Jacquet-Langlands/Arthur 
correspondence shows that an eigenvalue II of ?, on d(B ‘, a).‘; either satisfies 
A2 = (p + 1)20(p,), or is an eigenvalue of Fp on the space ,tio(GL,,o, O)~F of cusp forms on 
GL,(A) with the same central character co. This is essentially proven in [S, Ch. 161 (with 
some unproven analytic statements later supplied by Arthur). For details how this follows 
from [S], see [7, Ch. lO.B] or [9, Ch. 4.11. We take w E Q, so that w(p) = 1. The last reference 
discusses the case i2 = (p + 1)2 (lot. cit., Proposition 4.5 and the formulas preceding 
Theorem 4.8). These i’s we shall call the banal eigenvalues. Actually, a more precise result is 
proven: each nonbanal eigenvalue of ?, on dd,(Bx, CO)“(~) appears as the eigenvalue of 
F,, on a cusp form 4 on GL2, whose co -type is the discrete series of lowest weight r + 2 (see 
[7,10.7] or [9, Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.21). Moreover, for any N’ let U’(N’) be the kernel 
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of reduction of GL,(@ to GL,(Z/N’Z)/(p). Then ~E&~(GL,,~, w)“‘(~‘) with N’ = 
N(Disc B)” for some m 3 0. (In fact, one can take m = 1; for (N, Disc B) = 1 this is shown 

in [9, Theorem 4.11.) 
Step 6: Classical modular forms. Let 4 E d,(GL,,o, o)“‘(~‘) be a cusp form belonging to 

the discrete series of lowest weight I + 2 which is an eigenform for f.p. Without changing 
the eigenvalue we may assume that 4 is of lowest weight. Then for any kEGL2(g) the 

function fk,+ : 2 = {z E C 1 Im z > 0) + C defined by 

for any 

a b 

[ 1 c d ESL~(W 

is well defined, holomorphic, and belongs to the space S,+,(F[N’]) of holomorphic 
cusp forms of weight r + 2 for I[N’] (cf. [7, Proposition 3.11). The map 
4 H {fk,e ) kE GL,(@/U’(N’)} is injective. Let T, be the classical pth Hecke operator on 
classical modular forms. Then the action of Tp corresponds under the above injection to 

P -*12Tp (cf. [7, Lemma 3.73). Hence, the nonbanal eigenvalues of S are ~-“~;1, with II an 
eigenvalue of T, on a cusp form f of weight r + 2 and level N’. 

Step 7: The Weil conjectures and the Ramanujan-Petersson bounds. By the results of 
Eichler-Shimura-Igusa and Shimura-Deligne (see [3]) the Weil conjecture on the size of the 
eigenvalues of Frobenius implies the Ramanujan-Petersson bound 1 ill < 2p”+ “j2 for such 
T, eigenvalues A. This conjecture of Weil was proved by Weil for r = 0 and by Deligne 
in general (see [4]). The graphs Gr being K-regular with K = p + 1 we get that 
if I is a nonbanal eigenvalue of S on CO(Gr, yr), then I~“~ill < 2p”+ ‘)12, or 

]A] < 2& = 2JK-1. This proves the Ramanujan property. 

3.6. A finite description of (Gr, zr) 

We shall now give a finite description of (Gr, 9,). We will see that our Gr’s generalize 
the graphs of [lo]. They also generalize the graphs and local systems of Eichler-Brandt for 

maximal orders [S]. 
Recall (see, e.g. [13] or [S]) that a fractional ideal of A? is a nonzero finitely generated 

left A!-submodule of B. Two fractional ideals Ii, Z2 are equivalent if I2 = ZIb for some bE B. 
The class number h of B is the number of the equivalence classes. It is finite and independent 
of A. By the strong approximation theorem there exist left A-ideals II, . . . , I,, representing 
the ideal classes of A such that each index [A: Zj] is a power of p. Fix such Ii, . . . ,I,, 
with I1 = A! and let ~j = {bEB( Zjb c Zj> be their right orders. Then 
~j c{b~BI~bc~~~‘]}=~Cp-‘].For l<i,j~hsetXji={b~BIpZicZjbcZi}. 
AS before Xii c A?[p-‘1; also AJXjiAl = Xji and Xij = pXji’. Let Kj be the image of 
dj in R. 

We define a graph Gr’ and local systems _!?i, r 2 0, on it as follows. 

(1) For each 1 < i < h and right coset KikE Ki\K there is a vertex Ui,K,k of Gr’, said 
to be of type i. 

(2) For 1 < i, j < h let Yji = Xii ~4; K be the quotient of Xji x K by the equivalence 
relation (xm, k) - (x, fik) for all x E Xji, m E A&‘:, and k E I?. Let [x, k] denote the class of 
(x, k) ~Xji x K in Yji. For each 1 < i,j < h and [x, k] E Yji put an edge ei,j,tx,k], said to be of 
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type (i, j), in EdO(Gr’). For e = ei,j,tx,kl Set o(e) = Ui,K,k t(e) =; uj,K,zk, and 2 = cj,i,t,,,k]. The 
compatibilities e’= e and o(4 = t(e) are easily checked (the norm of an element in F is 

a power of p, hence acts trivially on K). 
(3) For any 1 < i < h choose a set K’ c E of representatives for I&\$. For u E Ver(Gr’) 

set Y’(v) = C” I. For eE Ed’fGr) write e = ci,j,tX,kr with k E K’. Put %k = #jk’ with mjE J4J 
and k’E Kj. Define U:,, = pl(mj ‘x). A straightforward check shows this gives a metrized 
local system on Gr’. 

PROPOSITION 3.5. There exists a K-eyuivariant isumarphism (Gr, Yr) 2: (Gr’, 9:). 

Proof: (1) The tree A from Section 3.1 has the following equivalent description, Let $ be 

the set of left-&-fractional ideals contained in J& [p- ‘1 and containing pi_&’ for some i E Z. 

Define an equivalence relation on 9 by I N p’l for any iEZ, and denote the equivalence 
class of I by [I]. Let $ = {(I, J)E_@ x .Y 1 pl 9 .I $J 13, with equivalence relation 
(I, f) rr (piZ, pif) for any if Z. 

Since B is split at p we may identify B, = Mat, x 2 (QJ, and we may even assume that 
-4, = Mat2 x 2(Zp), so ~2’; = GL2(Z,) = K,. We map Bp” to 9 by b H ,&‘Pb*n,M[p-‘]. 

By the Eichler-Kneser strong approximation theorem this gives an isomorphism of II,” -sets 
B,“/K, N .Y and hence (.9/w) 2~ Bi,JK;ZP = Ver(A). We denote the Z,-iattice bZg corres- 
ponding to the fractional ideal I = APb*njtf[p-‘] by L(f), and the vertex corresponding 
to [I] by vI or utf1. The (Ij / j = 1, . . . , h) are representatives for the F orbits on ,It/-. 
and the stabilizer of ur, in F is AJ . Hence, the vertices of F\(A x I?) are represented 
by ((u,,, k)EA x If 1 1 9 i < h), where, for each i, k runs over some set of representatives 
for f<i\K in K. This puts the vertices of F\A x I? in evident bijection with the vertices 
of Gr’. 

(2) Similarly ($/- ) 2: Ed’(A), and we let e,,, E Ed’(A) denote the edge corresponding to 
the class [I, J] of (I, J)E$. Then (I, J)EB; if and only if L(Z) is a sublattice of index p in 
L(J). This shows that the map from the disjoint union uj_&‘jxXji to the set of vertices 
adjacent to uI, sending ,#yx to u~,~ is a bijection. The oriented star of (u,,, k)EVer(A x I?) 
is therefore the disjoint union If j {(el,,,lt, k) / x E -&*IJ \Xji :, The disjoint union 

LIiLIkEfS St”((vIe, k)) is therefore a set of representatives in Ed’(A x I?) for F\Ed’(A x I?). It 
follows that the map sending such an (eIj,.l,, k) to ei+ j,[x.k] is a bijection from Ed’(A x I?) to 

Ed’(Gr’), which is clearly compatible with the graph structure maps o, t, and e H 2. 
(3) Lastly, let e” = (eI,,,I,, k) E Ed’(A x K) be as before, let e be its image in the quotient 

graph Gr, and let e’ E Ed’(Gr’) be the corresponding edge. Then for UE C’+ ’ we have 

z&1,. k, u) = @1,x, k, u). To compute Yr.ef~) (here we identify Y,.(o(e)) N Cc ‘f, we assume 
as before that k belongs to K’, we write fk = Gijk’ with k’ E: Kj and mj E _&?j”. Then 

@1,x, k, u) = x*(uI,, t-x*)-‘k, p,((x*)-$4 = x*h,, ik, p,b)u) 

because (x*)- ’ = Nm(x)- lx, and Nm(x) acts trivially on both K and C”“. Hence, 

(0 I,x, k U) = x*mj(ul,, k’, p,.(m,T ‘x)u), 

showing that 9’r.e(~) = p?(m): ‘)u, which equals U:.,(u) by definition. 

COROLLARY 3.6. The graph aad local systems (Gr’, 9’:) are independent of the fis. 

Of course. this can be seen directly. We leave this to the reader. 
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Remark. The graphs of [lo] are a special case of our construction. Take B of 
discriminant 2. The class number is one, and if A c B is a maximal order, the sequence 

l+{+l>+AX -(~/2.4)” +l 

is exact. Let p # q be odd primes and take N = 2q. Then 

(A’~/NA)~ N (Id/q&) ’ x (&/2~49~ = GL2(F,) x A! “/{ f 11. 

Let Z0 be the group of scalar matrices generated by - 1 and p in GL2(F,). Then the vertices 
of Gr = Gr(B, 2q, p) are in bijection with (p)d ’ \(&/N&) ’ N Zo\GL2(F,). The only set 
Xij is Xi,r consisting of elements x of norm p in ,A?. It is easily checked that up to units each 

element of Xr,i has a unique representative x = a + bi + cJ* + dL with b, c, do 22, a E Z 

positive and odd. Then the oriented edges of Gr are in bijection with pairs (g, 5) E G x E It 
follows from Proposition 3.3 that the Cayley graphs C(H, E) of [lo], described in the 

beginning of this section, are the connected components of our graphs. 
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